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Internet Architecture challenges

Security & accountability

Privacy

Mobility

Reliability

Performance

Evolvability of the architecture itself

“Tussle” between stakeholders

Not as challenging…

• Scalability
• Content-

awareness



“Tussle in Cyberspace”

[Clark, Wroclawski, Sollens, Braden, ToN’05]

Tussle: process of “contention among parties with 
conflicting interests”

What tussles have we studied this semester?



“Tussle in Cyberspace”

What tussles have we studied?

• Content access: countries & ISPs censor & block for 
security; users circumvent with Tor

• Congestion: selfish user behavior; ISPs block apps; etc.
• Routing policy: conflicting preferences cause divergence
• ...

Key point: Design of protocols shapes how tussles 
play out in the running system



Example 1: 
Naming & Addressing



Naming & addressing

Originally “just” technical problems...

• Address: indicates location, convenient for routing
• Name: location-independent, convenient for human

...all wrapped up in tussle

• Names tied to trademarks
• Addresses difficult to change (and now scarce for IPv4!)

How would you fix this?



Modularize to protect the system

Principle: Modularize along tussle boundaries

• Separate task of location independent identification of 
endpoints (hosts/services) from tussle spaces

Possible implementation: flat names

• Endpoint identifier (EID): Just a bag of bits
• Human-readable name maps to location-indep. EID
• Location-independent EID maps to address

Or, can we route directly on flat names?

• VRR, ROFL [Caesar et al, SIGCOMM’06]
• Disco [Singla et al, CoNEXT’10]



Example 2: 
Control of routes



Choice in routing

Current Internet: routes fixed within the network

• Each router makes part of the route choice
• Picks one route per destination & advertises that one

Technical problems

• Single offered path may be broken, congested, insecure
• Decision-makers (in the network) lack end-to-end path 

quality measurements

Tussle problems

• Parties disagree on what is a “good” path
• Lack of choice discourages competition



Choice in routing

Architecture exacerbates tussle: no way to enable 
choice even if involved parties want it

• In IP, typically just get to specify destination
• No infrastructure for exposing extant choices

One solution: separate routing from the network by 
letting sender specify a route in packet

• Switch quickly in response to end-to-end failures
• Use multiple routes simultaneously
• Better load balance, more efficient use of capacity
• Competition among providers



Pathlet routing

[Godfrey, Ganichev, Shenker Stoica, SIGCOMM ’09] 

Idea: separate route computation from the network

Refined idea: route in a virtual topology which can 
flexibly represent policy constraints

• For network owners: flexibility to define how the 
network can be used, via what virtual links (pathlets) are 
advertised

• For users: flexibility to choose paths or services defined 
by any concatenated sequence of advertised pathlets



ingress from 
a provider

ingress from
a customer

Pathlet routing example

provider provider

customer customer

egress to
a customer

egress to
a provider

e.g., all valley free routes
(“customers can go anywhere; 

anyone can route to customer”)



Pathlet routing example

source destination



Pathlet routing example 2

source destination



Design for variation

Design for variation in outcome, 
so that the outcome can be 
different in different places, and 
the tussle takes place within the 
design, not by distorting or 
violating it.

Clark, Wroclawski, 
Sollins & Braden

––

“

”



Balancing Accountability and Privacy 
in the Network

[Naylor, Mukerjee, Steenkiste,
SIGCOMM 2014]



Terms & concepts

Egress filtering

• Drops packets that do not pass security check as they 
try to exit the network

• e.g. “source address should always be in one of this 
network’s IP prefixes”

Unicast reverse path forwarding (uRPF)

• Strict: router accepts packets only on interface it would 
send a reply

• Loose: router accepts packets only when source address 
exists in routing table



Terms & concepts

Self-certifying identifier

• Principal’s identifier is its public key (or hash thereof)
• No need for trusted authority to prove ownership of ID

• Another interesting example
- ID = address or hash of address
- Used by some distributed hash tables
- Why is this self-certifying?



Key points in paper

Decouple accountability and return addresses

• Source address has at least 5 different roles today!
• Might not need return address in every packet!

Role Where Used Layer Comments

Return Address Destination Transport Routers forward purely based on the destination address; the
return address is used only by the destination.

Sender Identity Destination Application No longer used to authenticate users, but may be used to, e.g.,
track “users” across sessions in web access logs.

Error Reporting Routers Network Destination for error messages.
Destination Network

Flow ID Destination Transport End-hosts need a way to demultiplex flows.
Routers Network Routers distinguish flows for tra�c monitoring/engineering.

Accountability Routers Network In designs like AIP, routers may require a valid (challengeable)
source address.

Destination Network It must be possible to identify and shut down a malicious flow.

Table 1: The roles a source address plays and where each is used.

3.2 Goals
The examples show that the source address represents a

control point in the tussle between privacy and accountabil-
ity. Unfortunately, it is a very crude one since there seem
to be only two settings: privacy (x)or accountability. The
high level goal of this paper is to redefine the source address
so it can properly balance the accountability and privacy
concerns of providers and users.

Accountability At the network layer, by accountability
we mean that hosts cannot send tra�c with impunity:
malicious behavior can be stopped and perpetrators can be
punished. Specifically, we would like our design to have the
following three properties:

1) Anyone can verify that a packet is “vouched for”—
someone is willing to take responsibility if the packet
is malicious.

2) Malicious flows can be stopped quickly.
3) Future misbehavior from malicious hosts can be

prevented (i.e., by administrative or legal action).

Privacy Our focus is on providing the ability for a sender to
hide its network address so it can hide its identity from third-
party observers in the source domain, from transit ISPs, and
(optionally—see §6) from the destination. We assume these
adversaries can observe all packets. Note that while our goal
is to make it possible to hide the sender’s address, APIP
does not specify any one particular address hiding mech-
anism. We do not consider anonymity from the operator
of the source domain itself (since it can identify the sender
based on the physical “port” through which the packet en-
tered the network).

Application-layer privacy concerns are outside the scope
of this paper, nor are we concerned about hiding a packet’s
destination; senders wishing to make their packets unlink-
able to the destination should use solutions such as Tor.
Finally, though we do not introduce new techniques for flow
anonymity, i.e., the inability of observers to link packets be-
longing to the same flow, we discuss how our solutions a↵ect
the linkability of packets in a flow.

4. BASIC DESIGN
The Accountable and Private Internet Protocol (APIP)

separates accountability and return addresses. A ded-

Accountability: NID:HID:SID

Return: NID:HID:SID

...

Destination: NID:HID:SID

used by routers 
for forwarding

used by anyone
for challenging

used by destination
for responding

used by routers 
as a flow ID

Figure 1: Packet carry a destination address (used by routers
for forwarding), an accountability address (used to report
malicious packets), and an optional return address (used by
the receiving endpoint for responding).

icated accountability address allows us to address the limi-
tations of an accountability-above-all-else approach like AIP
by introducing delegated accountability . Rather than iden-
tifying the sender, a packet’s accountability address iden-
tifies an accountability delegate, a party who is willing to
vouch for the packet. With accountability handled by dele-
gates, senders are free to mask return addresses (e.g., by
encrypting them end-to-end or using network address trans-
lation) without weakening accountability.

Addressing We think APIP is applicable to many di↵er-
ent network architectures, so as much as possible we avoid
making protocol-specific assumptions. To discuss source ad-
dresses generally, we adopt three conventions.
First, each packet carries at least two addresses (Figure 1):

(1) a destination address (used to forward the packet) and
(2) an accountability address (identifying a party—not nec-
essarily the sender—agreeing to take responsibility for the
packet). It may also carry a return address (denoting where
response tra�c should be sent) as a separate field in the
packet. Return addresses may not be present in all pack-
ets, e.g., they may be stored with connection state on the
receiver. Also, as we discuss later, the return address may
not always be part of the network header.
Second, an address consists of three logical pieces: (1) a

network ID (NID), used to forward packets to the destina-
tion domain, (2) a host ID (HID), used within the destina-
tion domain to forward packets to the destination host, and
(3) a socket ID (SID), used at the destination host to de-
multiplex packets to sockets. We write a complete address
as NID:HID:SID. These logical IDs may be separate header
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[Figures from Naylor et al.]
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Figure 2: High-level overview of APIP.

fields or could be combined (e.g., an IP address encodes both
an NID and an HID; the port number serves as an SID).

Finally, to simplify our description of APIP, we initially
assume that HIDs are self-certifying, as defined by AIP, to
bootstrap trust in interactions with accountability delegates.
We relax this assumption in §7.3.

Life of a Packet Figure 2 traces the life of a packet through
APIP.

1 The sender sends a packet with an accountability ad-
dress identifying its accountability delegate. If a
return address is needed, it can be encrypted or oth-
erwise masked.

2 The sender“briefs”its accountability delegate about
the packet it just sent.

3 A verifier (any on-path router or the receiver) can
confirm with the accountability delegate that the
packet is a valid packet from one of the delegate’s
clients. Packets that are not vouched for are dropped.

4 If the receiver determines that packets are part of a
malicious flow, it uses the accountability address to re-
port the flow to the accountability delegate, which
stops verifying (e↵ectively blocking) the flow and can
pursue a longer term administrative or legal solution.

5 The receiver uses the return address in the request as
the destination address in the response.

It is useful to identify the key di↵erences between APIP
and the AIP and Tor protocols discussed in Section 3. Dele-
gated accountability o↵ers two key benefits over AIP. First,
it dramatically improves sender privacy: only the account-
ability delegate, not the whole world, knows who sent a
packet. Second, it o↵ers a more reliable way of dealing with
malicious flows compared to a smart NIC. Third, it o↵ers a
clearer path to long-term resolution to bad behavior. For ex-
ample, the delegate can contact the well-intentioned owner
of a misbehaving host out-of-band (e.g., requiring them to
run anti-virus tools). While Tor provides stronger privacy
properties than APIP, by simply changing how source ad-
dresses are treated, APIP can provide sender privacy with
much lower overhead since the return address can be hid-
den from the network. Techniques for doing so (§6) are
lightweight enough to be viable options for“default on”use.

5. DELEGATING ACCOUNTABILITY
This section describes how accountability can be dele-

gated. We will assume delegates can be trusted, e.g., their
role is played by a reputable commercial company or source
domain. We discuss the problem of rogue delegates in §7.1.
APIP defines four aspects of delegate operation: the form

Symantec
Clients

Acct: Symantec

...

Dest: YouTube

(a) Without SIDs.

Symantec
Clients

Acct: Symantec:SID
2

...

Dest: YouTube

(b) Per-host SIDs.

Figure 3: Adding SIDs to accountability addresses for flow
di↵erentiation.

of the address used to reach a delegate plus the three opera-
tions all delegates must support — the delegate “interface,”
so to speak. Delegates expose one operation to their clients:

brief(packet, clientID): Whenever a host sends a
packet, it must “brief” its delegate—if the delegate
is to vouch for the packet on behalf of the sender, it
needs to know which packets its clients actually sent.

To the outside world, accountability delegates o↵er two op-
erations, borrowed largely from AIP:

verify(packet): Anyone in the network can chal-
lenge a packet; its accountability delegate responds
a�rmatively if the packet was sent by a valid client
and the flow has not been reported as malicious.

shuto↵(packet): Given an attack packet, the victim
can report the packet to the accountability delegate;
in response, the delegate stops verifying (blocks) the
flow in question and pursues a long term solution with
the sender.

We now discuss options for constructing the accountability
address and for implementing the delegate interface.

5.1 Accountability Addresses
Accountability addresses serve two related functions. First,

the address is used to send verification requests and shuto↵s
to an accountability delegate. The NID:HID portion of the
address is used to direct messages to the delegate server.
Second, routers often need to identify flows, e.g., for tra�c
engineering (TE) or monitoring purposes, and today source
addresses are often part of the flow ID. The granularity of
this ID is even more important in APIP since tra�c is ver-
ified (and blocked) per flow. In this section, we discuss the
implications of replacing source addresses with accountabil-
ity addresses for flow identification.

Creating Flow IDs Routers construct flow IDs using in-
formation available in the network and transport headers.
However, in APIP, if an accountability address merely points
to a delegate, packets from all clients of a particular dele-
gate will be indistinguishable, robbing routers of the abil-
ity to distinguish flows at a finer granularity than dele-
gateØdestination (Figure 3a). This may be too coarse-
grained, especially since the flow ID is used for dropping
packets from malicious flows. In e↵ect, every flow that
shares a delegate with a malicious flow will share its fate.
(TE tends to work with coarser-grained flows, so destination
addresses alone may be su�ciently granular.)
The simplest way to support finer-grain flow IDs is to

include the delegate’s SID in the calculation, similar to the
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Discussion

Who do you pick as your accountability delegate?  
Your ISP?

• + No need to send briefs
• + Already have a relationship with them
• – Implicitly reveals information about your location

Brief-flooding: why would a host flood its own 
delegate?



Discussion

In AIP [Anderson et al, SIGCOMM’08], receivers could 
send shutoff requests directly to attackers (handled by 
NIC).

• Sound crazy?  Could it work?



Announcements

Final lecture Wednesday

• Discuss project presentation format & requirements
• Course wrap-up
• ICES survey

Final Project Presentations

• Tue May 9, 11am - 2:00 pm
• 3403 SC


